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NORMAN LOVE
RELEASES
MOTHER’S DAY
COLLECTION
May 10 is Mother’s Day and
for those hoping to sweeten
up the mothers in their lives,
Norman Love has just
launched this year’s Mother’s
Day collection. Flavors include berries and cream,
cherry cheesecake, chocolate
dipped strawberry, cup of
tea, German chocolate cake,
malted milkshake, pecan
sandie, peppermint mocha,
root beer float, and walnut
toffee. A box of 10 Mother’s
Day artisan chocolates is $23.
More information can be
found online at
normanlove.com.
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Darrin Hubbell, left, Nils Richter, Daniel Kearns and Mike Cass are the brains behind The
Lodge, a new downtown restaurant featuring barbeque and beer in a rustic setting.

Winter is coming to
downtown Fort Myers
ANNE REED
AREED@NEWS-PRESS.COM

Break out your Ugg boots and mittens: The Lodge is opening May 6.
The group behind downtown restaurants including Ford’s Garage and
Capone’s is ready to open the doors on
The Lodge, which promises to transport diners to the snow-covered peaks
and log cabin lodges of the North.
It starts with the lumber, huge logs
that were brought in from Wilderness,
W.Va.
“They milled all the wood to order,”
explained Nils Richter, one of the
managing partners behind The Lodge.
“We got all of the timber four months
ago. But we had to let it dry for two
months It took two months to climatize, and they are still shrinking and
adjusting.”
Wood is everywhere, from the bar
top to the beams, the custom made
steam-bent chairs, and includes the
original 102-year-old pine floors on
one half of the restaurant. A working
ski lift will crank over the top of diners on one side of the building, while
the other side is treated to an everchanging panoramic view of mountain

scenes, projected on the wall of the
dining room.
With a grizzly of mysterious origin
at the entrance, and various taxidermy mounts around the dining room,
the hunting and meat theme naturally
extends to the menu. The menu concept was developed by Chef Mike
Cass.
“We’re really doing a northern
lodge, but we’re also doing barbecue,”
explained Cass. “If you look at the
menu, we’ve got rainbow trout, bison,
elk. We’re doing a collaboration with
Three Suns Ranch out of Punta Gorda.”
The menu also features wild boar,
and of course, beef, which is dry aged
and hand cut on the property. Vegetarians, though, have their own dish of
roasted vegetables called the Bad
Hunter, a joking nod to those hunters
who come home with more stories
than game.
And one must not forget the barbecue. Made in the smoker (with rotating grill shelves able to smoke 700
pounds of meat) cranking each night,
these guys are serious about barbecue
See Lodge, Page 7D

FOODIE FIND
OF THE WEEK
What: Port, Plum, and Fig
Gourmet Mustard
Cost: $6 for a jar, tax included
Who: The Mustard Factory,
Naples
the-mustard-factory.com
Where: We found a display
at Restoratives Café in Estero
Why: This isn’t thin yellow
squirtable hot dog mustard.
This is grainy, flavorful, stickto-your-pork-roast mustard.
Use it to top crackers or apple
slices, line the inside of grilled
ham and cheese, add to an
artisan cheese plate, or smack
it on a bun and dress up that
hot dog or bratwurst.
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